Motivation: It is important to study on genes affecting to growing environment of main crops.
Introduction
Association Rule Mining (ARM) is a the latest field of data mining study aimed at extracting useful information from large amount of data and using to decision making. Data mining is divided to descripting mining, which provides summary or characteristics about data, and instructive mining, which predicts trends of the future from the past data. ARM is one of the descripting mining techniques producing associations between items in transaction database or relational database. ARM for classification model is a hybrid method called an association classification (AC), and has been used successfully in many practical applications such as education, medical diagnosis, and web-filtering (Amjad et al., 2009) . AC discovers the relations among the values of attributes in records, assigns corresponding classes to them, and makes further precision of the traditional classification methods.
The objects of associations such as itemsets and attribute values are explicitly represented at transactions or records in a given database. In other words, the associations between objects explicitly presented at transactions or records in a database have been considered in former association rule mining.
An ordinal association rule (Campan et al., 2006) which is a variety of association rules, discovered implicit ordinal relations between attributes on the basis of their attribute values. But it was also considered on explicit values of attributes, to discover implicit ordinal relations.
However, associations of data in large databases in many practical applications may be not As above mentioned, the problem of promoter recognition, that is, wheather DNA sequences contain promoter or not, can be discussed on the basis of the relation between nucleotides of which DNA sequences are consisted, and the relations can be extracted by producing additionally chemical and physical characteristics of nucleotides, which are not represented explicitly in a database but existed implicitly.
In this study we define a new association rule based on hidden values of attributes, propose an association classifier, and provide a much fast and pricise method to predict promoter regions in DNA sequences than former methods in a viewpoint of informatics. . Then, we can discuss a relation r (such as  , = and  ) which is defined (not necessarilly ordinal relation) for
. Let R be a set of all possible relations which can be defined for 2)
is a set of entities The length of an association rule based on hidden values of attributes is determined as the number of attributes contained in it. Then, the length of the rule may be possible at most to the total number m of attributes 2.1.2 Definition 2. Let denote by minsprt and minconf the user-defined minimum support and minimum confidence respectively. We call an association rule based on hidden values of attributes an interesting association rule if sprt  minsprt and conf  minconf.
An Association classifier for promoter sequences
Given a DNA sequence, an association rule classifier of predcting whether it contains promoter or not, can be constructed by extracting relations between hidden values of arttributes, that is, certain relations between physical and chemical characteristic values of the attributes. Based on this idea, we discuss the problem of recognizing promoter region using the following procedure. 1). Prepare a set of DNA sequences containing promoter, namely, PT (a set of positive entities), and a set of DNA sequences not containing promoter, namely, NT (a set of negative entities).
2). By using training data, PT and NT, extract sets of all possible interesting association rules based on hidden values of attributes, PR (for positive entity) and NR (for negative entity), which satisify predefined minimum support and minimum confidence.
3). For given a DNA sequence to be classified, if its probability for PR is greater than 0.5, it is classified as a positive entity (contains promoter), else as a negative one (not contains promoter).
The above procedure is a working process of an association classifier of predicting promoter sequences, where 1) is a process of preparing training data, 2) is a learning process of the association classifier, and obtained results (PR and NR) are classification models, and 3) is a process of classification and verification of the association classifier.
In this study, the training data set is a set of of DNA sequences (sequences of A, C, G and T) and their lengths are usually different from each other. However, we focus only on DNA sequences with the fixed length. Because promoter sequences of same functions are combined of the similar motifs, thereby with the fixed length we can consider DNA sequences by setting their transcriptional start points to the same site. Therefore, we prepare PT (a set of positive entities) and NT (a set of negative entities) consisted of
we consider sets of DNA sequences with the length-m, where n, the number of elements in a set, can be different depending on the kinds of training sets.
In order to obtain classification models, PR on positive entities and NR on negative entities from training sets PT and NT, we are going to discover only binary association rules with the length-2 rather than any lengths due to structural characteristics of DNA sequences. Binary association rules are in full to predict whether DNA sequences contain promoter or not. If it is an association rule with the greater length than 2, then it is possible to consider binary sub-rules of it, to analyze fully attributes of DNA sequences. Therefore, the training time can be much reduced by searching only binary association rules.
Prior to training it is important to define a set of relations Specified a set of relations, ARHVA mining algorithm is applied to the training sets, namely, and NR (a set of rules for classifying negative entities not containing ones). Therefore, an association classifier operating as a promoter recognizer is composed of PR and NR.
After training, for a new entity S (a DNA sequence to be classified), the following inference is performed by applying it to PR and NR.
 By using ARHVA mining algorithm, we determine Npositive that is the number of ARHVAs satisifying PR for S. So a number of ARHVAs not satisifying PR for S is
Mpositive=|PR|-Npositive.
 By using ARHVA mining algorithm, we determine Nnegative that is the number of , else as a negative entity.
Promoter prediction of abiotic stress inducible genes from rice (Oriza sativa Japonica)
Here we perform the experimental evaluation to recognize promoter sequences of abiotic stress inducible genes from rice by using above defined ARHVA.
First, we prepare a data set consisited of 100 DNA sequences with 1000 bp length, of which 50 sequences contain promoter regions of stress inducible genes (50 positive entities) and 50 sequences don't contain promoter regions of stress inducible genes (50 negative entities), from rice. 
and so on, which satisify the predefined minimum support and minimum confidence.
To specify a relation set R for the set of stress inducible genes from rice, we chose the physical and chemical properties of nucleotides such as molar mass, melting point, density, a ratio of heavy atoms, topological polar surface area and base composition (Table 1) . In Table 1 Table 1 . Therefore, the only relations between property 1 (molar mass) and property 6 (base composition), could be selected for binary classification whether DNA sequence contains promoter region or not. The relation could be =, <1, <6, >1, and >6, where subscripts represent numbers of the properties in Table 1 . In the binary classification, in case of DNA sequence containing promoter a value of target classification is 1, and in the case of DNA sequence not containing promoter a value of target classification is 0.
Using an absolute value of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (Pawel, 2015) , we evaluated the correlations between nucleotide attributes and target classification attributes, with the result that property 1 and property 6 correlated considerably to the targets (the average correlations of property 1 and property 6 are 0.0083 and 0.0341 respectively, which are over the mean value).
After defined the set of relations R, we preprocessed the training data sets, PT and NT. Because the set of relations R is defined from property 1 and property 6, in preprocessing we ignored the attributes with the correlations less than a certain threshold, that is defined as a value near by the minimum correlation, by considering the correlations between the attributes and the target values, and made the precision of the classification higher. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between property 1 / property 6 and target attribute respectively, for the sequences with 100 bp among promoter sequences (1000 bp) of stress inducible genes from rice. Figure 3 shows overlapping of the correlations for property 1 and property 6, and it is a pattern representing the relations between the attributes of DNA sequences, at which we aimed. By using the produced an association classifier, results by promoter classification for DNA sequences are shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , the classification precision represents the accuracy of promoter recognition using our binary association classifier for a set of DNA sequences of stress inducible genes from rice. As shown in Table 2 , it shows trend that the more confidence threshold is decreased, the more the precision is increased. And the more the confidence threshold is decreased, the more classification speed is high, and the speed is a very fast speed comparing with the traditional searching methods. 
Results and Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a classification model using association rule mining based on hidden values of attributes for promoter prediction.
So far association rule mining (ARM) (Kavita, 2017) has been discussed the relations between objects by using the items or the values of attributes existing explicitly in a database, while they has also discussed ordinal relations that existed implicitly, by using the values of attributes that existed explicitly, in ordinal association rule (Campan et al., 2006) . In our association rule mining based on hidden values of attributes (ARHVA), the relations between objects can be revealed by using the values of attributes existing implicitly in a database. sequences is determined first of all, so needless searching is disappeared.
Biological signal recognizers using association rules (Icev et al., 2003; Shibayama et al., 1995) can recognize only a short DNA sequences such as motifs in promoter regions, but our classifier processes whole sequences of promoters.
In this paper, we constructed a promoter classifier of reflecting the structural characteristics of DNA sequences on the basis of ARHVA mining. Especially, by considering only binary association rules, we made analysis for DNA sequences very effect, and confirmed the validity through experiments.
The method proposed in this paper is a pattern recognition one using recent data mining techniques in bio-genome databases of huge amount, being more efficient rather than the traditional searching methods. 
